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My analysis results from the sequencing of my Y-chromosome were delivered by Dr. Greg
Magoon of FullGenomes Inc. (FGC) on November 22nd 2013, following the return of the
sequenced data from BGI in Hong Kong. The raw data itself, an 8.1Gb BAM file, was downloaded
and shared with my research team on December 13th.
The core objective of the test was to locate new variants in my DNA below my current terminal
ISOGG SNP which in my case is R1b-M222. The analysis does however cover my genetic
branch above R1b-M222 and some of this latter information may also be of use to researchers,
particularly those studying the SNPs just above M222 such as Z2961 and DF13.
The basic variant types included in the analysis are SNPs, INDELs and STRs. For now I will pass
over the latter although they are quite numerous as they don't particularly interest me. The SNP
and INDEL reports are further sub-divided into 'public' and 'private' sections. These terms are
commonly used but continue to cause confusion in the genetic genealogy arena since everyone
seems to have a slightly different interpretation of what a 'private' variant is. In the case of the
FGC analysis they specifically differentiate between variants also seen in public domain genomes
and those that aren't; note that the analysis does not make reference to other FGC customers
and their data. There has been some criticism of this but I think FGC has taken the correct route.
The variants are further sub-divided by quality. Each segment has been read 50 times during
sequencing but the quality of the data still varies and FGC have created four levels of data
quality. These are not comparable across all the reports and in some instances a result for a SNP
the customer is already known to be derived for has a poor quality indicator.
In theory then my report should show 16 different categories of variant (2 variant types x 2 privacy
types x 4 quality levels). To save time for now I will put to one side the 3rd and 4th quality levels;
the top two levels are supposed to represent 99% and 95% certain call values and should be
good enough and there seems to be a big drop down to the next quality level, making these
variants of questionable use.
So how many have I got? Based on the variantCompare spreadsheet,
SNPs: shared=154, private=22
INDELS: shared=30, private=1
high quality (95-99% confidence) variants.
There have been some scientific findings that a Y SNP mutates about once every 90 years on
average. Using this figure would make R1b-M222 90x22=1980 years old, or 2070 years old if we
include the INDEL too. I will not dwell on this calculated figure since we already know from other
sequencing candidates that each of us has had a different number of SNPs and dating
calculations are not the purpose of the exercise from my point of view; the objective is a
rigorously defined unambiguous Y SNP tree.
The list of shared SNPs is not of course all the SNPs I share with public domain data as this
analysis has been largely limited to a part of the R haplogroup.
Another small point is that two of my 22 private SNPs may not actually be private but their exact
position in the tree is still in some doubt.
In order to get these variants into service they need to be evaluated and hopefully trialled.
Another geneticist from outside FGC has now vetted all my 23 private variants and concluded
that in his opinion only 15 are likely to be individually testable. The commonest reason for
rejection for the other 8 was them being in one of the highly repetitive regions of the Y
chromosome. These are now being prepared so that they can be used for testing against other
people. In addition and more importantly for now, my two lowest level shared SNPs which were
only shared with other M222 genomes have also been prepared and are being tried out as of
now. The ideal outcome is that these two latter SNPs define the remaining undefined sub-branch

of M222, currently reported as accounting for some 17% of testers. It is possible that I am not in
said branch (if indeed it is a single branch) but in a small early branch with much more limited
membership and only time will tell.
What is the overall testing strategy now? For the time being my private SNPs go hand in hand
with the Chromo2 chip which should put 83% of M222 into a branch of their own; testers who fail
to be placed in a branch and who are reported M222* can then test against my SNPs to explore
this part of the tree further.
Update on YFull.com (Dec 29, 2013).
In December of 2013 I shared my raw sequencing data with another DNA analysis firm
YFull.com. This has resulted in the unveiling of a further 9 SNPs not found by FullGenomes.com
(although there were also a similar number they missed so the accuracy rates of the two analysts
are probably similar). This means that my total to date is actually 32 SNPs not 23 and hence the
tentative dating calculations above are out. Once again Thomas Krahn has analysed the findings
and reduced the usable number of new SNPs from 9 down to 5 for the same reasons as with the
original list - either the variant was in a highly repetitive region or it also appeared in other
chromosomes. Since I have plenty of SNPs for evaluation I am trusting Dr. Krahn although its
possible in the future I might re-examine some of the discarded ones if I find someone else who
shared many of my private SNPs.The new variants are labelled YFS* by the analysis company
and range from YFS041777 to YFS041880.
Meanwhile another person has tested positive for FGC4077 and FGC4078 and is now exploring
the lower level private SNPs; and two other people reported as S7073* by Chromo2 are trying
FGC4077/8.
Anniversary update (Nov 14, 2014)
It is now a full year since I received my sequencing results from FullGenomes Inc. Another FGC
customer, Mr. Wilson, has turned up in the FGC4077/8 branch although he didn't match any
lower level SNPs so represents a different sub-branch. This was no less a figure than the person
who discovered the M222 haplotype and made the connection between it and the M222 SNP,
and the first non-Kennedy DNA match I corresponded with back in 2004. He has been followed
by a number of other sequencing testers. These did a reduced coverage test which didn't actually
include FGC4077/8 but fortunately a third marker FGC4087 which so far appears equivalent was
included in their test. Follow up custom SNP testing by further people has demonstrated that all
three SNPs are at the same position in the tree and it is probably sufficient to only test one of the
trio (we call this 'phylogenetic equivalence').
My own Kennedy testing has concentrated on a core group of four including myself who are all
resident in Scotland and all trace to Perthshire or Angus. All four of us are now confirmed to at
least match FGC5856, one of the private FGC SNPs found in my test. One has been fully tested
against all 20 of my markers and mismatches me on 6. Similar testing will commence shortly on
the other two. It is hoped that a mini-tree structure can be worked out, however experience from
others suggests that the SNPs may occur in small clumps rather than one at a time so how far we
can further break down that group of six markers remains to be seen. There are several nonKennedys who are potentially in my sub-branch, their surnames include Bruce, Robertson and
Gow. The total proven membership of the FGC4077 group who have agreed to go public is 31,
and they are illustrated on the M222 chart I maintain.
Additional branching has been found under FGC4077, with branches marked by FGC12948,
A725 and A360. Of these, early signs are that A725 is the most important. The geographical
spread of the group is virtually the same as that of M222 as a whole, from the west coast of
Ireland to the east coast of Scotland. Extrapolating back from surnames whose age is << 1000y
to determine an origin for these markers is a dubious scientific exercise. One of the two people
directly above us ie those who are S7073+ and FGC4077-, S658-, S568- has a Manx surname
and the other has a trail to Donegal but a surname that might be argued could be Irish or
Scottish. In some ways FGC4077 is like a parallel version of M222 with S660 taking over as what
we once thought of as M222. This means progress is going to be hard to achieve as most
research is geared towards the main part of the group ie S660 and its sub-branches (now up to
seven in number). It remains to be proven whether FGC5856 reaches outside the Scottish
highlands. Branches are continually dying out so what we have left may not be an accurate guide

to how the tree evolved.
All the markers referred to above are currently available on the YSEQ 'DF49&M222' panel which
is priced at just USD88 and tests all known sub-branches of M222. The full set of FGC5856
branch markers are also available as a package at YSEQ although not as cheaply since there is
less chance of volume purchasing.
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The FGC5856-73 branch has generally become known by the first name in the list of equivalents, FGC5856.
However on the YFull M222 tree they have picked FGC5862 as the SNP to name the branch and date it
currently to 375yo which is probably an underestimate, but by how much is hard to say with any certainty.
https://www.yfull.com/tree/R-FGC5862/
and my sample is kit # YF01405 on that page.
Anyone under M222 and of course FGC4077, FGC5856 and FGC5862 is urged to have their sequencing
data analysed by YFull and join the M222 group there

https://www.yfull.com/groups/R-M222 (only YFull customers can see this link).
The growing eminence of the YFull Y chromosome tree has apparently led the designers of the new testing
chip at LivingDNA to use the Y3454 name for the FGC4077 branch. Full raw data has yet to be released
for early testers of this chip so I will post further information later in the year on this.
The latest on this branch is that FGC5856/62 is still restricted to Perthshire and Angus counties in Scotland
based on members who actually have a reliable paper trail within the country. Others who cannot trace their
ancestry back to Scotland have surnames so common and widespread that they do not shed any further light
on the historical origins of the group. However it is worth emphasising that in terms of tree building and
branch identification, a lack of paper trail is of no consequence!
FGC5864 still remains restricted to a sub-group of the Kennedys. It does not appear on any public tree
derived wholly from sequencing but is to be seen on my M222 chart at www.kennedydna.com/M222.pdf
This mini-branch was found using single SNP data from YSEQ in Berlin.

